Does Your District Cooling System Run Out of Water?
DavidW. Wade,
en I first heard a system oper-

ator say he had "run out of
water," I was puzzled: After all,
a chilled-water system is closed, and customers don't consume chilled water. What

the operator was referring to, of course,
was the lack of chilled-water temperature
differential required to achieve the rated
tonnage of his chiller plant.
Unfortunately, many central chilledwater systems run out of water due to a
mismatch of design parameters and the
control of building cooling systems. The
classic example is a central chiller plant
designed for peak output at 16 degrees F
serving buildings with equipment designed

for a 10-12 degree F temperature differential. Clearly, the mismatch of designs will
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the 417 tons without regard to the designtemperature difference of their air-condi-

dehumidifi cation process,
An overriding concern

tioning system.
A district system operator assuming

operators
a

l4-degree Delta T from his customer
would provide 714 gpm of water to this
customer while the building operator may
expect 1,000 gpm. The district operator
"runs out of water" on a peak day because
the building operator expects 1,000 gpm
to achieve his 417 tons, while the district
system is designed to provide 7I4 gpm.

Despite high-tech control systems
and state-of-the-art chillers, pumps, etc.,
there is nothing the central plant operator
can do to increase the building system's

tion, a ton of air conditioning is

12,000

Btu/hr heat absorption. Chilled-water systems provide cooling by raising the temperature of chilled water at the point of
heat absorption. The simple equation
tons = .0417 x Delta Tx gpm
is used to calculate the tons ofrefrigeration
provided at a given flow rate (in gallons per
minute) and temperature difference.

The mismatch problem can be illus-

trated by realizing that 1,000 gpm of
chilled water at a l0-degree Delta T provides 417 tons of cooling. The same 417
tons can be provided with 714 gpm (71
percent) at a l4-degree Delta T. Too often
building owners and operators focus on
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ditioning than high Delta T

systems.

Building operators tend to set up controls
for low temperature differentials to ensure
adequate dehumidification. Substantial
effort is required by a building operator to
set up and control a building air-conditioning system to achieve a higher chilledwater temperature differential.

Solving the Problem

domain of the building.

There are two approaches needed to
address the Delta T question. First, engineers must design building systems and

central plant/distribution systems with
compatible temperature differentials.

DeltaT improvement

Buildings should be designed with Delta
Ts greater than or equal to the distribution-system design Delta ?.
Secondly, the proper signals must be

is solely the domain

of the building.

sent between the central system operators
and building system operators to achieve a

balance between technical requirements
and economics. For instance, a central
plant operator can offer incentives to

Increasing the
Temperature Differential
Temperature-differential increase
sounds easy, but in practice can be quite

SystemAssumptions vs.
Building Expectations

process adequately dehumidifr and cool
the air within the occupied spaces. In general, low chilled-water temperatures and
low Delta Ts do a better job of space con-

Delta T. Delta T improvement is solely the

cause problems at peak load conditions.

A discussion of Delta Tdesign criteria
and historical reasons for design temperatures is beyond the scope of this article.
However, from a district cooling standpoint, it is important to realize that all airconditioning tons are not equal. By defini-

of building
is that the air-conditioning

difficult. Building-system Delta 7 is

a

function of installed equipment, desired
internal temperature, humidity conditions, control systems and the available
piping and pump configuration. While
the absorption of heat by the chilledwater system is a simple, sensible heattransfer problem, the cooling of air for
the building space is complicated by the

building operators through

reduced

chilled-water rates for high Delta T customers and increased rates for low Delta T
customers. This would encourage buildings to install more expensive equipment

and expend the extra operating effort
needed to cool their building while ensur-

ing a high temperature differential.

The customer with 417 tons of cooling
should also realize that meeting his
requirements at l0-degree Delta T and
1,000 gpm is more expensive than the 714-

Continued on page 40
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gpm option at l4-degree Delta 7. Building
engineers can determine the life-cycle cost
implications of chilled-water Delta Iif the
proper economic parameters are available.
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Uifting

through the numerous energy
journals crossing my desk, I was captivated by a column in the May 2000
issue of Fernwarme lnternational by
Armand Colling. Colling recently retired

as Secretary General of Euroheat

&

Power, unichal and his column outlines
the issues facing EuroHeat. I felt as if I
was reading IDEA's Strategic Plan.
He described the historical evolution
of unichal, formed in '1954 by nine district

heating utilities

to

share information

among members. With the emergence
of the European Union, Euroheat was
incorporated in 1998 as an international
non-profit association with a dual role of

member networking and representing
the district heating industry's interests
with the EU and across the globe.
ln outlining Euroheat's multiple challenges, Colling cited the need to balance
resource allocation between networking
or lobbying and the sometimes-divergent interests of membership segments.
He mentioned the competition for conference dollars from a growing number
of alternative conferences and seminar
offerings; the increasing pressure on

members

to

forego participation in

Euroheat programs in order to respond
to business-sector competition; and the
emergence and ease of electronic information exchange as an alternative to the

traditional dissemination methods of
journals; newsletters and workshops.
ln essence, these same challenges
are at the root of the transition of IDEA
and form a framework for the future. We
will continue to balance IDEA resources
between industry advocacy (i.e. lobbying) and member services that enhance
the value of industry data. For example,
IDEA and its members would benefit by
knowing the number of trench feet of
new pipe installed in 1999 and the
aggregate capital investment by our
members. This is a valuable metric to
members who supply and sell pipes and
engineering services and may have
impact on members of Congress or U.S.
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Department of Energy staff who need
hard business data on industry growth.

IDEA obviously competes for
member and non-member registration
revenues and time commitments at our
various conferences and workshops.
Our technical programs must be compelling and current to provide critical
networking opportunities for vendors,

suppliers and members. (Don't miss
IDEA's cooling conference Sept. 27-29!)

With the emergence of distributed
energy resources, IDEA members also
need up-to-date information on new
technologies like fuel cells and microturbines, as well as briefings on the policy
initiatives surrounding them.
IDEA plans to focus on delivery of
even better tools for our members to

remain competitive

in their markets.

As illustrated, the case of district cooling
systems "running out of water" is not an
unsolvable technical problem; it results,
rather, from a misunderstanding of total
system economics. If you have any further
questions or comments on this issue, feel
free to contact me at <dww@rdaeng.com>.
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company
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Whether it's maximizing industry partic-

ipation in District Energy Space or
reformatting IDEA's video into a CD format, the association can provide industry marketing tools that leverage the
association's collective strength for our
individual members.
Finally, we are evaluating a new Web
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site strategy to provide more robust services electronically. As more and more

Middle East

IDEA members promote and conduct
business over the lnternet, IDEA must
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harness the power of Web-based services for information, learning and communications.

ln reflecting on the challenges facing Euroheat and IDEA, IDEA intends to
reach out to Sabine Froning, the new
Secretary General of EuroHeat & Powel
unichal to establish even an even
stronger link between our groups. Both
organizations have much to offer our
members and each other.
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February 3-5, 2001
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
For more information about
attending or exhibiting, contact
Rob Thornton at (508) 435-4407,
<robertpthornton@aol.com>.

